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요 약 Divinylbenzene의 중합에 있어서 gel point에서의 점도가 일정하다는'가정을 사용하야 

점도 방정식, 점도와 분자량과의 관계식 및 사슬이동 방정식 둥의 상호 관계를 연구 하였다. 중합 

도 대신에 Gel time올을 측정하여 사슬이동상수 올 계산해 낼 수 있는 새로운 식을 제안 하였다.

Abstract Using an assumption of isoviscosity at the gel-point in the polymerization of 
divinylbenzene, the relations between viscosity equation, viscosity-molecular weight, and the 사”和 

transfer equ효tion have been studied. A new equation for the cal이ilation of chain transfer constant, 
Cm by measuring the gel time in place of the degree of polymerization has been suggested.

Introduction

It has been shown1*2 that it is possible to 
obtain viscometric and dilatometric data for the 
kinetics of the pre-gelation period in the 
polymerization of divinylbenzene. The data 
showed only the experimental results of the 
over-all rate and gel time di任erences for isomers, 
and no theoretical treatments on the polymeriza
tion kinetics of divinylbenzene were discussed. 
It is, therefore, desirable to discuss the relative 
di任erences in chain transfer constants.

* Presented in part at the 27th Annual Meeting of
KCS, April, 1971

For such analysis, experimental data on the 
degree of polymerization of the polymer fonned 

in the presence of a solvent must be obtained3. 
Such data, however, are not readily available 
for divinyl monomers, because of the problems 
involved in adopting molecular weight concepts 
to the cross-linked polymers that are 니timately 
formed.

We have devised an approach to this problem 
which is based on pre-gelation kinetic (dilatome
tric) data and isoviscosity assumption at the 
gel point The kinetics of the solution poly
merization of divinybenzene induced an evalu
ation of the chain transfer constant.

Discussions

Th^e are several equations 4~8 which have been 
proposed for the viscosity-concentration relation.

—4 6 —
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Of these, equation proposed by Schulz4 and 
Huggins5 (see Appendix) provides a consistent 
analysis for the polymerization of divinylbenzene.

vsf/ C= 3〕(1+& 函”) (1)

In the cross-linked polymerization, a very 
small amount of crosslinking is required to 
reach the gel point30 >9 and the viscosity increases 
sharply near the gel point

Assuming the gel point arises at the same 
value of viscosity (a point of iso viscosity) for 
each of the experiments in series, the specific 
viscosity becomes constant and Equation 1 
reduces to Equation 2・

*=%〔〃〕 (2)

Substituting the Staudinger equation (Equation 
3) of the intrinsic viscosity and the degree of 
polymerization into Equation 2, Equation 4 will 
be obtained.

〔끼="二%了 (3)

p =方企까 C (4)

Since the concentration, C, at the gel point is 
proportional to the conversion at the gel point 
(ConvG(), Equation 5 can be applied and 
substituted into Equation 4 to give Equation 6.

C=^cConvGf (5)

p = 如如* cConv 하 (6)

From the chain transfer equation, the relation
ship between the degree of polymerization (P) 
and the polymerization rate (RQ as given by 
Flory針(ommiting the chain transfer reaction 
to initiator and to polymer terms) becomes as 

concentration, the first two terms on the right： 
side of Equation 7 become constants, giving 
Equation 8 in which Ctr is (C^+Cs (5)/(MJ

成"、)R』 
~[MTJ (8)

Equation 6 and Equation 8 give Equation 9.

以* Conv<“=(為+ %沙 (9)，

This relation (Equation 9) shows that the 
conversion at gel point should be proportional 
to the polymerization rates as is observed in. 
Fig. 1. From Fig. 1, the intercept, 
is 16. 8 and the slope, 〔M〕2 is 9.8.

Since the conversion is directly proportional, 
to the polymerization time up to the gel time2, 
the conversion at gel time should be the product 
of the gel time and the polymerization rate. 
Substitution of this relation (ConvGt—GtRp) 

into Equation 9 gives Equation 10.

%•고。(%/min)
Equation 7.

Cs〔S〕
(M)

丄 아시 k河 
十一'CAfl2 (7)

With the constant monomer and solvent

Fig. 1. Conversion at gel point (%) vs. polymerization 
rate at various initiator concentration for the 
polymerization of m-divinylbenzene in toluene 
at 70°C.
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（리=Conv 하

•飢 +■으J 쌰切"오 （10） 
知知点 [M）£

Rean%mgem히tt gives Equation 11.

G,= （/으亍）++쓰썂쌀*  （11）\ WJ，c / Up [Af J

This shows that the gel time must be reciprocaDy 
proportional to the polymerization rate, as is 
observed in Fig. 2. From this plot, the slope, 

、C시k次* I”，is 17.5 and the intercept is 8.3» 
and these are in good agreement with the values 
obtained from Equation 9 or Fig. 1.

The value of KJh? can be determined by 
many methods3* and once the value of kjk, is 
known, the factor, 知&思 can be calculated 
from the intercept by plotting the gel time and 
the reciprocal rate of polymerization, and Cir 

can be evaluated from the slope.

2. Gel time （minutes） vs. reciprocal polymerizat
ion rate for the polymerization of m-divinyl 
benzene in toluene at 70°C.

이 동호

Applying Equation llf the chain transfer 
constant of any di vinyl monomer can be evalua
ted by determining the gel time in place of the 
degree of polymerization.

Appendix

The Huggins*  viscosity equation

舉-如 뉴 WFC （19

can be treated as same as Schulz*s  method. The 
proposal of isoviscosity leads Equation lf into 
Equation 2'

"板+"炉C （2，）

which can be rearranged as Equation 3〔

EC2〔끼호（39

From Equation 3\ 3〕is solved as in Equation 
4'・

3ince 호+4EC허） is positive and 侦] must be 
positive, Equation 5' is derived.

r、 一知C+ 호
〔끼 =

Substituting k in place of —”서島》，** ,

Equation 5’ can be rewritten as Equation 6' 
which gives Equation 7’ where 1/k is

〔끼=승 （釦

쁴-=& 3） （79

Equation 7, is the same form as Equation 2 
and the subsequent equations can be derived 
as before.
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